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Gender and Homelessness
• Picture a homeless person

• Hidden Homelessness – Homelessness among women is the
largest growing population in Canada
• A few factors that lead to women’s homelessness;
-Income
-Shelter/Housing
-Violence
-LGBTQ2+ Community
-Mental Health & Substance Use

Average age of death for a woman in Canada is 81 yrs.
But the average age of death for a homeless woman in Canada
is 39 yrs.

Women and Homelessness –
A Crisis in Hamilton
• In 2009 more homeless women were seeking entrance into
VAW shelters than in previous years. Which lead Mission
Services to commission the SPRC to do some research
• Moving forward to 2019 we have increased space to 43 beds
for single homeless women across two different shelters
• in 4 months we saw 293 unique women
• 21 women seeking overnight space in one night
• referrals of women who weren’t ‘suitable’ for the
temp overnight space
• There are still approximately 5x more men’s shelter beds
than women’s shelter beds.
"Overall Willow's Place is good for me - but women need housing.
We need to be involved in that. Like if there was a house for
women, let us help restoring it, or raising money. Women want to
be apart of the solution." 32 yr. old woman, 6+ yrs. homelessness

Willow’s Place Fills A Gap
2011 - MSH commissioned Social Planning Research
Council to look at women and homelessness in Hamilton

• Willow’s was established in 2014 as a low barrier
drop-in day space for women identified clients –
a place where women could find community and
connect with resources (a hub of support if you will)
•

Willow’s remained nameless until women had the
opportunity to come to the space, define it’s
services based on need and create an advisory
committee of sorts.

• It was decided by the women utilizing service that
our name would be Willow’s Place due to the
symbolic meaning of the name

Willow’s Place Fills A Gap Cont’d
A snapshot – ‘April 2019’
• We served 674 women; 307 housed and 367 homeless
Our housed women state that they access the drop-in for a sense
of community, and to save on basic costs such as food, laundry
and hydro because rent is so costly they do not have the extra
funds for these bills.

Click the link here for video:
https://youtu.be/ip68MyZdzWE

Our women experiencing homelessness state they access more
for the shower facilities, meals, toiletry items, harm reduction
supplies and a safe, warm place to sleep.
“At this time, it’s a financial help, I have to eat. The income of someone on
ODSP and the price of market rent has been really hard since I moved in. I’ve
enjoyed coming here, having lunch and using the art supplies.”
– Woman in 30’s, housed.

What makes Willow’s Place different?
What we are…
• a low barrier space
• a space where community partners can connect with their clients
• a space run from a harm reduction framework
• a program with a continuous quality improvement culture
What we provide…
• a Zen room which provides a calm and quiet space for
reflection and rest
• a lounge for community and friending where programming is
run
• laundry access and shower
• a powerful team of unique and supportive staff, volunteers and
students
“Food can be a vehicle for social change. It brings people
together in a way that very few other activities can.”
Anim Steel

LHIN Funded Withdrawal Management Pilot Study

• The LHIN provided funding for withdrawal management support in the temporary overnight
space at the YWCA for the months of Dec 2018-Mar 2019. These funds also provided
additional service hours for Willow’s Place so that there was a safe place for women to be
at almost all hours of the day and night.
• Takeaways from this trial:
-withdrawal was being experienced during the daytime and more intoxication
management was happening at night
-there were more and more women seeking a safe space to sleep then there were
beds/mats
-we saw at least 1 or more new women nightly
-Willow’s places attendance increased dramatically
-we served women with very diverse needs; ages 16-82yrs, language barriers,
mobility struggles, health problems, safety concerns, etc

30 Day Pilot Study Overnight Space at Willow’s
We asked some of the following questions in this PDSA:
1. Will the regular users of the YWCA’s overnight change
locations to come to Willow’s overnight space? Will
women who chose not to go to the YWCA come to the
overnight at Willow’s and why?
2. Will we see more new unique women?

3. Does overnight service work for this building and this
neighbourhood?
4. What kind of housing do women want/need?

Mental Health And Addictions Challenges
• Use in the space
• Drug-induced Psychosis
• Emergency Mental Health and Addiction Services
• Capacity
SNAP SHOT:
 Average of 31 women seen at Willow’s Daily (ranged up to 45)
 Average of 100 incidents of suspected psychosis in each month
 Average of 20+ serious occurrence reports monthly (largely related to
mental health and addictions concerns

Doctors and residents leave St. Joe’s psych ER over safety concerns
Three psychiatrists and all residents have left St. Joseph’s Healthcare’s
psychiatric emergency department due to safety concerns.
NEWS Apr 11, 2019 by Susan Clairmont The Hamilton Spectator

.

Some nurses in the
psych ER have no
specialized
psychiatric training

The psych ER is often full
and causing a backup of
possibly dangerous
patients in the general ER
waiting room.

Discussion Question #1

Service Vs. Safety
How can we better equip our staff to serve our
clients?
How do we help them to stay safe, stay motivated,
and stay emotionally healthy?

Discussion Question #2

So Many Conflicting Messages

Harm
Reduction
Use
substances
safely

Service
Restrictions

How do we keep the balance?
Policies – cannot
use substances on
site
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